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NEW RELEASES NO. 22 – 2019 
             
Bantou Mentale: Mentale Bantou 
GBCD 73 / € 10,45 / 4030433607329 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: CD / Congo – Popular 
GBLP 73 / € 19,95 / 4030433607312 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: 2LP / Congo – Popular 

A dark, thundering Kinshasa meets Paris soundworld. Ecstatic vocals, broken beats, subterranean bass and 
full-throttle buzz.  Seething with hardcore spirit and tranced out spirituality. The fulfilment of the group’s 
long-held dream, to create an African band with the weight and sensory attack of knife-edged rock and hot-
wired electronics. Features drummer & song-writer Cubain Kabeya, guitarist Chicco Katembo and singer 
Apocalypse - who are ex-members of Staff Benda Bilili, Konono No.1, Jupiter and Okwess, Mbongwana 
Star and Koffi Olomide - plus producer/musician Doctor L (Tony Allen, Mbongwana Star and Les Amazones 
d’Afrique). Listen. 

             
Sahra Halgan: Waa Dardaaran 
BUDA 827160 / €11,05 / 0602508271601 / label: Buda Musique / format: CD / Somaliland – Popular 

Sahra Halgan is an iconic artist from Somaliland. Granddaughter of a singer and poet, she turned to singing 
and music as a teenager, in defiance of tribal and family conventions. Her first album, as a trio, was 
released in 2015. On this new record, with its genuine vintage sound, the piercing heat of Sahra's voice 
transcends unwavering grooves and hypnotic riffs. Aimed as much at the dance floor as at our 
consciousness, this new repertoire includes original compositions, traditional pieces, and songs from the 
golden age of the Somali stage. 'Waa Dardaaran' is the polite form of address used towards the powerful 
and venerable as a prelude to making any request. Listen to a track. 

             
Erik Aliana: Ancestors 
BUDA 7754894 / € 11,05 / 0602577548949 / label: Buda Musique / format: CD / Cameroon – Popular 

Erik Aliana’s search for a raw and vibrant aesthetic continues. The tracks on his new album are mainly 
devoted to saluting and celebrating ancestors and their relationship with nature, society, spirituality. He 
deals in themes that fascinate or preoccupy him: nature, travel, encounters, movement, exile, death. His 
accomplished vocal technique bears the influence of pygmy polyphonies, and his innovative guitar playing is 
captivating and percussive. Erik has developed a special relationship with Debashish Bhattacharya, master 
of the Indian slide guitar, who joins him on  some of the tracks. There is no conflict here between ancient 
and modern, only a perpetual quest and a fertile movement between yesterday and today.  

             
Marina Rossell: Canta Moustaki Y Canciones De La Resistencia 
SATKCD 275 / € 11,45 / 8435307609410 / label: Satelite K / format: CD / Spain-Cataunya – Popualr 

The singer-songwriter Marina Rossell presents 'Canta Moustaki y canciones de la Resistencia', an album 
that recreates songs from her latest works Marina Rossell sings Moustaki, Marina Rossell sings Moustaki, 
vol.2 and Cançons de la resistència, but this time adapted to Spanish. Marina Rossell surprises us once 
again by offering us a record of ten songs in Spanish: one half are by Marina Rossell sings Moustaki and 
the other, by Canciones de la Resistencia, where she includes a new, unpublished track of her own. The 
intention is not to repeat an album: but to create another one, with its personality, strength and forcefulness. 
Listen to a track. 

             
Jewish Monkeys: Catastrophic Life (Out on Friday November 8

th
, 2019) 

CD 179492 / € 9,45 / 4015698288834 / label: Greedy For Best Music / format: CD / Israel – Klezmer 
LP 179491 / € 12,95 / 4015698652338 / label: Greedy For Best Music / format: LP / Israel – Klezmer 

After Mania Regressia (GBM 1) and High Words (GBM 3), Tel Aviv’s grandfathers of punk are back to 
present their latest album Catastrophic Life. Grandfathers of punk?! Not all band members will agree. In 
fact, several talented young bloods joined the ranks of the Jewish Monkeys over the past years, flashing 
polyphonic brass and shredding guitar riffs to keep the old guys on their heels. The ten new album tracks 
were all written by the band itself and see the expedition venturing into unfamiliar territory. Judging by their 
previous two albums, we knew that popular shtetl tunes blended well with ska rhythms. This time however, 
they up the dosage, adding afrobeat, reggae and funk licks, Caribbean flair, wild guitars as well as a pinch 
of Balkan sauce to the driving mix. Listen to a track. 

https://youtu.be/vuD0WtRCSeE
https://youtu.be/R1A4pV8khiE
https://youtu.be/r0sZXrHBNgE
https://youtu.be/_nxCHY2smvY
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Stuart Jackson: M’arach 
CLACHAN 1 / € 10,95 / 5060358921704 / label: Birnam Music / format: CD / Scotland – Folk 

A debut album from Gaelic singer Stuart Jackson. Stuart was born in Lochaline, Morvern, Argyll and raised 
on the family farm at Fuinary, in Morvern. This upbringing, by the shores of the Sound of Mull, was shaped by 
immersion in local songs and music, both at school and from his parents at home. His mother, Creina, was 
an accomplished singer and dad, Alasdair, played the accordion at home and for most of the local dances. 
Stuart performs a selection of Gaelic songs that have a special significance to him. Listen. 

             
Karen Marshalsay: The Road to Kennacraig 
CRCDBM 1 / € 10,95 / 0634158953033 / label: Birnam Music / format: CD / Scotland – Folk 

A first solo album from Karen Marshalsay, a highly accomplished player of all the three Scottish harps. Karen 
features the warm sounding modern gut-strung levered harp, the clear ringing wire-strung clarsach of the 
Highlands and Gaelic culture and the bray harp from the Renaissance and Baroque period with it's sitar-like 
buzz. She also plays whistle on one track, across the album. Deeply influenced by the piping tradition and 
particularly pibroch, Karen has honed her style through playing with Allan MacDonald of the famous Glenuig 
piping family, and in Boys of the Lough founder Cathal McConnell's trio.  

             
Julia Dignan: The Tea Wifie 
CDBAR 34 / € 9,45 / 5060131890586 / label: Brechin All Records / format: CD / Scotland – Folk 

For her debut album, Scottish fiddle player, Julia Dignan, brings together friends old and new to capture 
some of her favourite musical moments from the last 30 years. Featuring an impressive array of musician 
friends, many of them well-known in their own right, each of the twelve tracks on the album has an 
accompanying story and a distinctive mood. There are reels, jigs, strathspeys, Gaelic melodies, marches, 
and even a few new compositions, there are tributes to some of the legendary Edinburgh pub sessions which 
have been and gone over the years, as well as to many of Julia's other musical adventures along the way, 
right up to the present day. Listen to a track. 

             
Regard Persan: Invisible 
BCD 2019 / € 9,95 / 0753070791179 / label: Bostan / format: CD / Iran – Traditional 

Founded by three Irano-Canadian musicians living in Montreal, Regard Persan trio is an innovative concept 
where each member explores a new sound of Persian music through their respective instruments. The 
tanbur, (the preferred instrument of Kurdish dervishes), is played by Pooria Pournazeri, the heir of a great 
family of musicians. Innovative musician Saeed Kamjoo plays the gheychak, (a string instrument used by the 
Qalandars of Baluchistan) and the kamanche (Persian spike fiddle). The percussionist, Ziya Tabassian, 
assumes the rhythmic colours of the ensemble with percussions from different parts of Iran. Listen. 
 

             
Regard Persan: Regard Persan 
BCD 2016 / € 9,95 / 0753070790783 / label: Bostan / format: CD / Iran – Traditional 

Between tradition and modernity, the music of Regard Persan innovates to create contemporary music that lifts the 
audience outside of time, to travel with the music. Listen to a track.  

 

             
Ziya Tabassian: Le Cercle Des Cycles 
BCD 2017 / € 9,95 / 0753070790936 / label: Bostan / format: CD / Iran – Traditional 

For this album, Ziya Tabassian has drawn his inspirations from the rhythmic cycles of ancient Persian music, from 
the poetry of Hafez or from a 17th-century melody, to create an imaginary circular world! Listen. 
 

             
La La Lars: La La Lars 
HEADLP 23 / € 14,45 / 7320470220191 / label: Headspin Recordings / format: LP / Sweden – Jazz 

Since the early 2000s, Lars Skoglund has made himself a name as the drummer behind a wide range of 
successful Swedish artists. In addition to being a member of indie band Laakso, he frequently plays with 
bands such as Shout Out Louds, Goran Kajfeš Subtropic Arkestra and Oddjob. Since 2007 Skoglund has 
held a prominent role as a musician and the Musical Director of Lykke Li’s tours and albums. Here he 
presents his debut album 'La La Lars'. Listen. 

             
La La Lars: La La Lars II 
HEADLP 28 / € 14,45 / 7320470240250 / label: Headspin Recordings / format: LP / Sweden – Jazz 

This album is a natural continuation of the atmosphere of the debut album, the sides are even labelled as C 
and D. Skoglund employs his extensive experience as a producer of popular acts to compose catchy and 
uplifting avant-pop-jazz themes, rich with detail and with playful story-lines. The front-line of Kajfes and 
Kullhammar offers a lush, soulful solos; Bagge wraps the themes with sweet, intoxicating aroma, sometimes 
nostalgic and exostic, often cleverly swinging yet somehow futuristic with his piano and vintage electronic 
keyboards,; Skoglund, with the solid support of Berthling, steers the breezy commotion with a sense of 
playfulness and elegance. Listen to a track. 

 

https://soundcloud.com/clachanmusic/3-fagail-ghlaschun?in=clachanmusic/sets/marach
https://youtu.be/guF-l5r4aEE
https://youtu.be/Mw2EGY28U2g
https://youtu.be/N7VH9Y6KwxE
https://youtu.be/KZP4zg_xRNw
https://youtu.be/w8puyj3mJT0
https://youtu.be/gtU58jZeDyY
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Tropiques: Tropiques 
HEADCD 25 / € 9,45 / 5902249000818 / label: Headspin Recordings / format: CD / Sweden – Jazz 

Listening tot his album is meant to be a significant experience, a throwback to the time when we actually sat 
down and paid attention to music - all the way through. Kajfes builds this piece much like the Australian trio 
The Necks slowly construct their performances. From a crawl, the faux minimalism builds momentum slowly. 
References to Miles Davis are filtered through the same lens Jon Hassell employs in his Fourth Worlds 
music. Tropiques' unending groove creates a trance-state where you'd swear you hear The Who's "Teenage 
Wasteland (Baba O`Riley)" or was it "Magic Bus"? Yeah, the music is that mesmerizing. Like a prescription 
mediciation warning, your listening experience might be totally different. Listen to a track. 

             
Tropiques: Into The Wild 
HEADCD 27 / € 9,45 / 7320470238769 / label: Headspin Recordings / format: CD / Sweden – Jazz 

Tropiques releases their second album 'Into The Wild', an innovative journey in both music and listening. 
When it comes to newer jazz records, this is among the most imaginative you've heard in a long time. With 
an interesting instrumental setting, the album combines abstract tunes with a touch of overall impression. At 
first, the music may seem to be a random occurrence, but it appears during the songs that there is a meaning 
in the structure of the music. Multi-instrumentalist Christer Bothén has a strong presence on the album with 
his favorite instrument bass clarinet. Listen. 

             
Stephane Tsapis: Le Tsapis Volant 
CR 295 / € 10,45 / 0190759855324 / label: Cristal Records / format: CD / France – World-Jazz 

Stephane Tsapis is a composer, pianist and professor of musical creation at the Conservatoire de Paris. With 
his album 'Border Lines', he explores his Greek roots with great freedom, accompanied by Marc Buronfosse 
on double bass and Arnaud Biscay on drums. In parallel with his career as a pianist, he also composed more 
and more for the cinema. In 2018, pianist Stephane Tsapis and designer Zeina Abirached put on a show 
about the history of the Oriental Piano, a project that resulted in this album 'Tsapis Volant'. Listen. 

             
Michael Lane: Traveling Son 
GWR 13 / € 10,45 / 4260433518367 / label: Greywood Records / format: CD / USA – Popular 

Michael has released 3 Studio Albums and plays shows throughout Europe. Between tours he works in his 
Recording studio with other artists and producers. Michael takes part in many different projects including 
other bands. Now he releases his 4th Studio Album “Travelling Son”. This will be his second self produced 
album sharing intimate moments about his childhood life and the present. It´s a dreamy album with a few 
songs having a slight touch of jazz influence. Every song tells a different story, and no two songs are alike. 
Following the release of 'Travelling Son'. Listen to a track. 
 
 

EXPECTED 
             
Aziza Brahim: Sahari (Out on Friday November 15

th
, 2019) 

GBCD 83 / € 10,45 / 4030433608326 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: CD / Western Sahara – Popular 
GBLP 83 / € 13,45 / 4030433608319 / label: Glitterbeat Records / format: LP / Western Sahara – Popular 

The acclaimed Saharawi singer-songwriter and activist Aziza Brahim, returns for her third Glitterbeat album.  
Produced in Barcelona by Aziza with Amparo Sánchez (Amparanoia, Calexico), 'Sahari' is her most 
adventuresome and sublime work to date. Voiced with deep passion and grace, Aziza Brahim’s music 
adeptly travels the expanse between her Western Saharan roots and Barcelona, the European cosmopolis 
where she has lived for more than a decade. Aziza is both a contemporary sonic poet and a prominent and 
an eloquent spokesperson for Saharawi musical culture and their ongoing struggle for political recognition 
and justice. The music Aziza Brahim makes reflects both the sorrow and the hope of the Western Sahara 
people. She grew up in one of the camps in the Algerian desert, along with thousands of other Saharawi 
who were removed from their homes in the Western Sahara. The refugee camp was the place that formed 
her. It lives in her every heartbeat. 

             
Kankou: Kuma (Out on Friday December 6

th
, 2019) 

CRR 1926 / € 9,45 / 0194491271442 / label: Cannery Row Records / format: CD / Mali – Popular 

Kankou Kouyate is a singer and songwriter, descended from three generations of Mali's greatest n'goni 
players. Her versatility and readiness to explore the possibilities of musical exchanges have allowed her to 
work with many of the most respected artists in Mali, including Toumani Diabate, Bassekou Kouyate and 
Cheick Tidiane Seck. She participated alongside Damon Albarn, Brian Eno, Nick Zinner and the Africa 
Express collective. Kankou met the Scottish musician and producer Mark Mulholland in Bamako. The 
musical connection between them became clear from their first meeting and the two artists created a 
repertoire of original songs ranging from acoustic folk and hypnotic blues to psychedelic rock, blending 
African and western influences in a fresh and innovative style. In order to incorporate electronic elements 
into the project, Mark called on the Parisian musician Olaf Hund, a friend and collaborator, with whom he had worked on the 
album "The Afro-Haitian Experimental Orchestra", with Tony Allen. The mixture of electronic beats with rock-, blues- and folk-
flavoured guitar and Kankou’s magical voice create a unique and enchanting musical tapestry.  
 
 
 
 

https://soundcloud.com/headspinrec/enso-teaser-by-tropiques
https://youtu.be/VwZRrvVW-9E
https://youtu.be/c9couYDGY9U
https://youtu.be/2l7mm_zOWMg
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Best Sellers Top 5 
1. Oum: Daba              MDC 16 
2. Bantou Mentale: Mentale Bantou        GBCD 73 / GBLP 73 
3. Refugees for Refugees: Amina               MP 11 
4. Kronos Quartet with Mahsa & Marjan Vahdat: Placeless                              FXCD 457 
5. Los Piranas: Historia Natural       GBCD 81 / GBLP 81 

 

 
 

REVIEWS 
Transglobal World Music Chart                     October 2019 
Felix Lajko & Volosi: Felix Lajko & Volosi                FA 4252  
Boban Markovic Orkestar: Mrak                 FA 4242 
Mah Damba: Hakili Kélé         BUDA 860350 
Oum: Daba                   MDC 16 
Parno Graszt: Rolling Back                  FA 4312 
Baba Zula: Derin Derin              GBCD 82 / GBLP 82 
Janusz Prusinovski Ensemble: In The Footsteps       BUDA 860345 
Oumar Konate: I Love You Inna         CLECD 25 / CLELP 25 
Kronos Quartet with Mahsa & Marjan Vahdat: Placeless FXCD 457 
Park Jiha: Philos              GBCD 77 / GBLP 77 
Espanje                              #4 October-December 2019 
Capullo de Jerez: Mi Musica          SATKCD 264 
Trinidad ‘La Trini’ Montero:  

Confesiones de una Diva       YOUKALI 168 
Chiki Lora: Ura           SATKCD 240 
Jazzism                                                    #5 2019 
Oumar Konate: I Love You Inna         CLECD 25 / CLELP 25 
Tita Nzebi: From Kolkata               VOC 8684 
Oum: Daba                   MDC 16 
Lust for Life                                    #94 2019 
BCUC: The Healing        BUDA 860351 

World Music Charts Europe                      October 2019 
Parno Graszt: Rolling Back                  FA 4312 
Baba Zula: Derin Derin             GBCD 82 / GBLP 82 
Felix Lajko & Volosi: Felix Lajko & Volosi                FA 4252 
Sirom: A Universe That Roasts Blossoms For A Horse 
              GBCD 79 / GBLP 79 
Korjen: Sabur         PR 1 
Boban Markovic Orkestar: Mrak                 FA 4242 
Oumar Konate: I Love You Inna         CLECD 25 / CLELP 25 
Folk                         #3 September-November 2019 
Floating Sofa Quartet: Neighbourhood               GO 1218 
Tony Rose: Medicine Tunes              CRR 1824 
Spontus & Manu Sabate: Spontus & Manu Sabate     KR 8 
Heaven                                                   #6 2019 
Baro Drom: Nisba     MASOCD 99145 
La Macina: Nel Vivo Una Lunga Storia            SQLCD 86 
Otello Profazio: La Storia           SQLCD 105 
Marco Rovelli:  

Bella Una Serpe Con Le Spoglie D’Oro         SQLCD 101 
AdoRiza: Viaggio In Italia           SQLCD 126 
Oum: Daba                  MDC 16 
 

 
 

LIVE 
75 Dollar Bill (tak:til – Glitterbeat Records) 
17/12/2019: Les Atelier Claus, Brussels (B) 
18/12/2019: De Koer, Ghent (B) 
Arifa (Mundus Productions) 
30/11/2019: De X, Leiden (NL) 
01/12/2019: Jazz Inverdan, Zaandam (NL) 
25/01/2020: De Regentes, Den Haag (NL) 
Baba Zula (Glitterbeat Records) 
14/11/2019: Istanbul Express, Ghent (B) 
Bantou Mentale (Glitterbeat Records) 
23/11/2019: Anitapas, Brussels (B) 
Bassekou Kouyate & Ngoni Ba (Outhere / Glitterbeat) 
22/11/2019: Turnhout (B) 
27/11/2019: Oosterpoort, Groningen (NL) 
28/11/2019: Heerlen NL) 
29/11/2019: Muziekgebouw, Eindhoven (NL) 
30/11/2019: De Centrale, Ghent (B) 
Ifriqiyya Electric (Glitterbeat Records) 
01/12/2019: M4, Brussels (B) 
Kila (Kila Records) 
19/11/2019: irish College leuven (B) 
20/11/2019: CC Westrand Dilbeek (B) 
21/11/2019: Irish College Leuven (B) 
22/11/2019: Cultuurzentrum Zwaneberg (B) 
23/11/2019: CC Ter Vesten (B) 
24/11/2019: CC Leopoldsburg (B) 
Lina_Raül Refree (tak:til – Glitterbeat Records) 
16/01/2020”Eurosonic, Groningen (NL) 
Los Piranas (Glitterbeat Records) 
01/11/2019: Grounds, Rotterdam (NL) 
09/11/2019: Bimhuis, Amsterdam (NL) 
09/11/2019: Le Guess Who?, Utrecht (NL) 
Maria Emilia (PG Booking) 
06/12/2019: Muziekgebouw, Eindhoven (NL) 

07/12/2019: TivoliVredenburg, Utrecht (NL) 
08/12/2019: Theater de Steenakker, Haps (NL) 
08/12/2019: De Doelen, Rotterdam (NL) 
Nilza Costa (Sudio SoundLab) 
19/01/2020: Harmonie, Edam (NL) 
21/01/2020: Uffie’s Eetcafe, Zutphen (NL) 
24/01/2020: Aleph Bookshop, Utrecht (NL) 
26/01/2020: Chez Franz, Brussels (B) 
Oum (Music Development Company) 
26/02/2020: Philharmonie, Luxembourg (L) 
27/02/2020: Bimhuis, Amsterdam (NL) 
28/02/2020: TivoliVredenburg, Utrecht (NL) 
05/03/2020: Le Senghor, Brussels (B) 
Pol Belardi (Cristal Records) 
07/11/2019: LantarenVenster, Rotterdam (NL) 
15/11/2019: Sonic Visions Rockhal, Esch/Belval (L) 
16/11/2019: Eupen (B) 
17/11/2019: Walter Brussels (B) 
Refugees for Refugees (Muziekpublique) 
09/11/2019: Sextet - Centre culturel de Verviers (B) 
07/01/2020: CC DE Brouckere, Torhout (B) 
08/02/2020: CC Braine, L’Alleud (B) 
Studio Shap Shap (own label) 
09/11/2019: De X, Leiden (NL) 
Tamala (Muziekpublique) 
22/11/2019: CC Escale du Nord, Brussels (B) 
23/11/2019: Centre Culturel Braives-Burdinne, Braives (B) 
Trupa Trupa (Glitterbeat Records) 
07/12/2019: Upon The My Of My Festival, Nijmegen (NL) 
11/12/2019: Vera, Groningen (NL) 
Ustad Saami (Glitterbeat Records) 
09/11/2019: Le Guess Who?, Utrecht (NL) 
Vardan Hovanissian & Emre Gültekin (Muziekpublique) 
06/12/2019: Salle Philharmonique, Liege (B)

 
 
 

Onze handeling wordt verzorgd door Central. U kunt onze producten bestellen via 
Tel: 072 - 567 3030 / e-mail: central.distribution@musicwords.nl of via Phononet. 

mailto:central.distribution@musicwords.nl

